We are excited about this position and hoping for a strong and diverse pool. Please share with any qualified candidates. Thank you!

The University of Minnesota's Sustainable Forests Education Cooperative is hiring a natural resources educator based at the Cloquet Forestry Center. This is a professional and academic position focused on assessing programmatic needs and developing, delivering, and evaluating Extension programs primarily targeting professional natural resource managers. The position offers a rare opportunity to blend creative instructional design, science communication, and practical natural resource management knowledge. We encourage all qualified candidates to apply.

For details about the position, visit http://z.umn.edu/joinSFEC and search for job #335294, or just contact me.

About SFEC: The Sustainable Forests Education Cooperative (SFEC), located at the University of Minnesota’s Cloquet Forestry Center, has been offering continuing education opportunities to natural resource professionals in a broad range of fields - forest ecology and management, wildlife biology, forest hydrology, botany, best forest management practices, technology transfer, human dimensions, and others since 1997. These offerings include webinars, symposia, field days, workshops, and conferences. As an educational cooperative administered and supported by the University of Minnesota, SFEC has over 45 member organizations representing the majority of professional resource managers in Minnesota. Our offerings are designed to advance sound, well informed natural resource management based on member needs and issues. Most of our offerings are held in Minnesota, but we occasionally offer events throughout the Upper Midwest and adjacent Canadian provinces.

--

Eli Sagor, Ph.D.
Extension Specialist, University of Minnesota Sustainable Forests Education Cooperative
Cloquet Forestry Center, 175 University Rd, Cloquet MN 55720
| esagor@umn.edu | 218-409-6115

"A problem well stated is a problem half solved."
- Charles Kettering